In Omnia Paratus: Prepared for all challenges
August 2020

Head of Centre’s desk

Dear Parents,
Greetings from my desk,
The month of August welcomed an array of imaginative interactions. Our whole
education aspects of Tikkun Olam, Biophilia and the Junkyard philosophy
continued gaining momentum along with academic excellence.
An interactive read aloud session about Tikkun Olam: Repair the Earth. The central
character Ted gave students so many ideas through this story. Everyday materials
took on magical proportions when students gave flight to their ideas and let their
creative energy soar! Key focus is always on building imagination.

Guidelines for E- Learning Online- Parental Support
• Set a daily routine for your child to ensure transitioning to online learning is
easy, For example waking up on time, Breakfast, Ready for class, followed by
working on assigned tasks, play time and then bed time.
• Have a conversation with your child in advance giving emotional support.
• Login to scheduled classes 5 minutes early to check for audio and visual clarity.
• Set up a comfortable and designated spot where there are no other external
disturbances so that your child is able to focus. Preferably seated at a table with
chair at the level of the child.
• Students are expected to be neatly groomed and ready with all materials
required for the specified lesson online
• Washroom breaks and eating must be done before or after the online classes
• Encourage your child to wait for his/her turn to speak while sharing ideas and
thoughts.
• Encourage students to use materials creatively that are available and can be
recycled.
• A positive attitude is the best way to gain confidence.

The Language & Literacy Workshop: All grade wise presentations for parents
were appreciated as learning is a two way process and students really benefit
from alignment between home and school, enriching their social emotional and
literacy development. Book reading and reflection are essential in early years.

Our IELC families celebrated Independence Day through art, craft and music.
Students represented the national symbols in their own unique way.

Save the date

4th September – Intl. Charity Day
5th September -Teachers Day
21st September Intl. Peace Day
26th September Storytelling Workshop
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Why Multisensory Approach?
We remember:
20% of what we read, 30% of what we hear,
40% 0f what we see, 50% of what we say,
60% of what we do and 90%
of what we see, hear, say and do.

Communication
Parent Advisory Committee is an opportunity for every parent (mother/father of a child studying at Indus Early Learning
Centre Koramangala) who can be a member of the Advisory Committee. We recently had this process. Alternatively you
can communicate upon your parent groups. We have taken the initiative to introduce parents to each other grade wise.
These groups henceforth will be managed by parents themselves and is a choice. School interacts with parents through
phone calls, emails, MS Teams platform, coffee mornings and meetings. Channels of communication are always the best
way to partner with each other.

Next month you will have an opportunity to meet the grade teachers and set goals for your child. These goals are
important for your child’s social and emotional wellbeing. Looking forward to more opportunities for progression of
learning and meaningful reflection. Stay safe and connected and please do keep sharing videos and photos of the children.
These are truly testing times and also an opportunity to prioritize our health and build deeper bonds with our families. We
are in this together And This Too Shall Pass …

Warm regards,
Sonali Malhotra

Socio - cultural Perspectives on Education
“Where certainty and facts were once synonymous with ‘being
knowledgeable’, now it is attitudes and dispositions that are seen as
important prerequisites for effective participation in a diverse and
changing world. Ask any group of parents or teachers what attributes
children of today will need as adults to live socially responsible and
fulfilling lives and answers will be similar. They are likely to include:
motivation; a capacity for respect and tolerance; an ability to
collaborate with others; an inclination for risk-taking, inquiry and
problem solving.” Hatherly & Richardson, 2007
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